Campus Recreation Advisory Board Meeting
October 10, 2014, 12-1:00PM, CRC Multi-Purpose Room

Attendance: Jay Souza (CREC), Jessica Flareau (CSA), Dannah Sajorda (SHAC), James Green (Sports Club), Chihyu Lin (Fitness), Chris Pirore (Open Rec), Stephen Lee (GSO), Danny Keefe (Intramural), Howard Gunston (Staff), Guoqian Duan (Student Employee), Durrion Newman (CREC), Rose Faber (CREC), Brad Avenia (CREC), Tom St. John (CREC)

Meeting: The meeting was called to order at 12:10 PM

1. Introduction Welcome

2. Recreation Updates
   a. Facility: Door issues are being fixed. Repairs and replacement cost $10,000-$12,000. New Roof membrane is implemented and cost around $9000. The new roof membrane helps with leaks.
   b. Fields: IM Field renovation update. Cement pad install and new benches at the softball field.
   c. New Equipment: The Texas deadlift bars are backordered.
   d. Student Staff payroll mandate impact: No students can work more than 29 hours per week. Will need to hire more students, because each student can’t work as much. Statistically, 98% of the students don’t work 20 hours per week.

3. Discussion
   a. Broad based fee:
      a. Current fees = $80/semester
   b. A suggestion for changing the weekend hours of operation was proposed based on feedbacks from faculties and staff. A few faculties said that they would like longer hours for weekends. The proposed hours of operation for weekends in the future is 9am to 10pm. Jay asked for everyone to vote on the issue. The advisory board voted unanimously in support of opening earlier and closing later on weekends. Result: 9 in favor and 1 oppose
   c. A member of the advisory board express his concern for not having a C-Rec attendant in the building. He feels that without a C-rec attendant, the free weight area can be sometimes disorganized. Durrion responded that we just got a C-Rec Coordinator who is in charge of training 7-10 C-rec attendants. Training will include customer service, how to properly clean the equipment, providing suggestions on work out and safety tips for students.
   d. The swimming pool is expected to be done and open in Spring 2016. It is unsure now whether it will managed by the athletics or campus recreation.
   e. Facilities that will be built in the South P was brought up in the meeting. It was discussed whether or not it should be open for use for the general student body, especially commuters. Jay proposed that we could have fixed hours when the facilities are opened, for instance 7am to 11pm.

The next meeting will be Friday, November 14th at 12:00 pm in the Multi-Purpose Room. Lunch will be served.